Placement Opportunity

Undergraduate (BA) student: ☒
Graduate (MA) student: ☐

Reference: Cellebrite – Program Administrator
Company Name: Cellebrite
Company Type: Mature
Location: (full address) 94 Shlomo Shmeltser St., Petah Tikva
Duration of stay: (min 2, max 6 months) 3-6 months

Company Description:

Cellebrite: Digital Intelligence for a Safer World

Digital data plays an increasingly important role in investigations and operations of all kinds. Making data accessible, collaborative and actionable is what Cellebrite does best. As the global leader in digital intelligence with more than 60,000 licenses deployed in 150 countries, we provide law enforcement, military, intelligence, and enterprise customers with the most complete, industry-proven range of solutions for digital forensics, triage and analytics.

By enabling access, sharing and analysis of digital data from mobile devices, social media, cloud, computer, cellular operators and other sources, Cellebrite products, solutions, services and training help customers build the strongest cases quickly, even in the most complex situations. As a result, Cellebrite is the preferred one-stop shop for digital intelligence solutions that make a safer world more possible every day.

Founded in 1999, Cellebrite is known worldwide for innovation, commitment to our customers’ missions, and technical expertise. With HQ in Israel the company has more than 500 employees across the globe, with dedicated Sales operations in the United States, Israel, Brazil, United Kingdom, Germany, Singapore and Australia.

Job Description and Tasks:

Cellebrite Academic Partnership Program empowers eligible universities, around the world, to equip their labs with the latest digital forensic solutions, enabling students studying computer sciences, Cyber or similar degrees, to use the most advanced solutions utilized by the industry, for and during their studies. The program further allows universities to provide students with all the skills and knowledge to earn industry recognized certificate, preparing them for their work careers.

Responsibilities & Scope of Role

Präident: Dr. h.c. Michael Federmann
Vize-Präsidenten: Staatsministerin a.D. Hildegard Müller, Mickey Steiner
Geschäftsführer: Grisha Alroi-Arloser
Track the activities universities conduct under the program, through periodical reports

• Assist universities with making sure they utilize the program to its fullness

• Keep in touch with universities toward agreement renewals and facilitate the process of new agreement signing

• Assist with creating a new flavor of the program and help promote it with candidate universities.

Essential Requirements:

• Fluent English, reading writing and speaking

• Well-articulated and representable

• Good computer skills – familiarity with office suite as a minimum

• BS student in BA/Marketing or industrial engineering or alike

Remuneration Details:

Due to visa regulations a salary is not allowed. Lunch and travel expenses will be covered.